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H I G H L I G H T S  

• Dust reverse-transport phenomena were used to study the aging process of dust plumes. 
• East Asian dust plumes were prone to aging when transported to the south of Qingdao. 
• Secondary sulfate/nitrate formation was strongly influenced by the precursors’ concentrations on dust transport pathways.  
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A B S T R A C T   

Sulfate and nitrate formed on dust aerosols can considerably affect particles’ physicochemical properties due to 
their high hygroscopicity. Dust reverse-transport (DRT) events can occur in eastern China when dust plumes un-
dergo a distinct turn caused by Asian highs or cyclones, resulting in the re-appearance of the dust plume in one place 
but with anthropogenic pollutants mixed in. In this study, three DRT events were identified at a coastal city, 
Qingdao. The secondary sulfate and nitrate in PM2.5 collected during the DRT events were estimated according to 
the mass concentration of water-soluble ions and dust tracer metal. Several key factors, including heterogeneous 
reactions on aerosols, photochemical conversions in the air, and precursors’ abundance in dust plumes, affected the 
aging of dust plumes. In the presence of adequate ammonium and high-level oxidants in the air, sulfate and nitrate 
were efficiently produced under moderate/high humidity conditions when DRT events occurred to the south of 
Qingdao. The proportions of the secondary sulfate/nitrate in total concentrations exceeded 90%, in which 20.8%– 
43.1% of secondary nitrate was formed on dust particles. In contrast, when the DRT occurred to the north of 
Qingdao with low relative humidity and low [NH4

+]/[SO4
2− ] ratio, the growth of sulfate and nitrate was small. This 

study reveals a manner of efficient sulfate and nitrate formation in dust plumes in the continental atmosphere.  
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1. Introduction 

East Asian deserts, such as the Gobi Desert and the Taklimakan 
Desert, are the main sources of global dust aerosols (Huang et al., 2014). 
Strong westerlies transport mineral dust emitted from the desert east-
ward, crossing areas with high urban density and intense human activity 
(Mahowald et al., 2005; Park et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2010). When dust 
particles are mixed with anthropogenic pollutants or other types of 
aerosols, considerable amounts of secondary pollutants can form on the 
surface of dust particles under appropriate weather conditions (Li et al., 
2014; Yuan et al., 2008). This phenomenon, known as dust aging, can 
change the morphology of dust particles and modify the radiative and 
hygroscopic properties of dust aerosols, and further influence their 
climate effects (Choobari et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014; 
Shi et al., 2008; Tang et al., 2016). 

Dust aging has been studied intensively. Investigations on the mixing 
state and morphology of dust aerosols suggested that CaSO4 and Ca 
(NO3)2 can be formed through heterogeneous reactions during dust 
transport (Dall’Osto et al., 2010; Li et al., 2014; Mori et al., 2003; Pan 
et al., 2017; Qi et al., 2018; Zhang and Iwasaka, 1999; Zhang et al., 
2000, 2003), and the formation of sulfate and nitrate on the surface of 
dust particles can change its morphology to be more “rounded” (i.e., 
decrease the aspect ratio) (Pan et al., 2017). These studies used 
high-precision single particle detection instruments or electron micro-
scopy. As aluminum is a typical tracer of mineral dust, the mass ratios of 
SO4

2− /Al and NO3
− /Al, the correlations between ions and Al, and the 

ratios of anthropogenic metals (e.g., Cu, Zn, Pb) to Al were used to 
reflect the mixing state of dust with anthropogenic pollutants in filter 
sampling studies (Sun et al., 2010; Takahashi et al., 2011; Wang et al., 
2006, 2011, 2014a, 2016; Yuan et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010). In 
addition, mechanisms for the secondary formation of sulfate and nitrate 
have been studied in detail in laboratory experiments (He et al., 2014; 
Liu et al., 2012; Prince et al., 2007; Sullivan et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 
2019b) and models (Cheng et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 
2019a). Although aging processes have been commonly observed in the 
downstream area of dust transport, the determination of secondary 
pollutant formation remains a nontrivial task because dust plumes al-
ways carry some original pollutants (e.g., sulfate) emitted from desert 
areas (Tang et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2012), which may be mixed with 
other secondary formed materials. 

The aging of dust plumes during long-distance transport has been 
observed for decades (Geng et al., 2014; Kim and Park, 2001; Mori et al., 
2003), and researchers have found that the chemical composition could 
be influenced by the transport pathway, which was determined by at-
mospheric circulation (Onishi et al., 2012). However, the weather 
conditions that favor the generation of sulfate and nitrate in dust 
plumes, and the corresponding causes, remain ambiguous (Wu et al., 
2017). In this paper, we studied three dust cases, during which the dust 
transport pathway changed significantly in eastern China. We named it 
dust-reverse transport (DRT). The DRT phenomenon is advantageous to 
the study of dust aging because it often leads to a long duration of dust 
weather in eastern China (Li et al., 2019). Previous studies show that it 
occurred 1–4 times annually during 2011–2018 (Li et al., 2019; Wang 
et al., 2017). A brief introduction of the DRT phenomenon can be found 
in Text S1 and Fig. S1 (supporting information). 

Dust has a predominant number concentration in the fine mode, 
although its mass is distributed more in the coarse mode (Chun et al., 
2001; Wang et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2021). Fine mode particles (PM2.5) 
are easier to transport over long distances and prone to aging than 
coarse particles (Wang et al., 2005). In another way, PM2.5 usually 
contains much higher soluble iron, which is critical to regulating the 
marine ecological system (Gao et al., 2019; Xu and Gao, 2017), and the 
dissolution of iron is very closely related to the dust aging (Zhu et al., 
2020). The present study focuses on secondary aerosol formation in 
PM2.5. A modified method is explored to evaluate the formation of 
secondary sulfate and nitrate during the dust aging process, and the 

potential mechanisms are discussed. This study aims to determine the 
degree of aging of Asian dust plumes and the key factors influencing dust 
aging in eastern China. 

2. Methodology and dataset 

2.1. Sampling and chemical analysis 

Aerosol sampling instruments were deployed at Baguanshan Atmo-
spheric Research Observatory (BARO, 36◦03′ N, 120◦20′ E, about 76 m 
above sea level), which is located in the Shinan District, Qingdao. It is 
about 0.7 km away from the southern coastline (Fig. 1). The observation 
site is adjacent to the east edge of the North China Plain (NCP), and the 
Yellow Sea is to the east. It is a typical coastal site on the long-distance 
transport pathways of dust plumes from northern or northwestern China 
to the Yellow Sea. 

Aerosol sampling was conducted from April 24 to May 27, 2017, 
March 28 to April 30, 2018, and May 22–28, 2018 (all dates and times 
refer to local time). The samples were collected separately during the 
daytime and nighttime (each sample lasted 10–13 h). Intensive sampling 
with higher temporal resolution (2.5–6 h) was implemented when dust 
events occurred. A total of 158 fine particle samples (PM2.5) were 
collected by two high-volume PM2.5 samplers (TISCH, TE-6070BLX-2.5, 
USA) at a flow of 1.06 m3/min. During the campaign, two samplers ran 
simultaneously, one collecting fine particles on quartz microfiber filters 
(QM-A, PALL) and the other on Whatman® 41 filters. All QM-A filters 
had been heated at 450 ◦C for 6 h before sampling to remove background 
organic matter. Field blank samples were also collected at the beginning 
and end of the campaign. After sampling, QM-A filters and Whatman® 
41 filters were sealed and stored at − 20 ◦C until analysis. 

QM-A filter samples were cut into pieces and extracted with 25 ml 
Milli-Q pure water in polyethylene tubes (WATSON) by ultrasonic vi-
bration (0 ◦C) for 40 min. After that, the water extracts were filtered by 
syringes with 0.45 μm strainer heads (PALL). Then, water-soluble 
inorganic ions (WSIs, including K+, Na+, Mg2+, Ca2+, NH4

+, F− , Cl− , 
SO4

2− , NO3
− ) were analyzed by ion chromatography (IC, Dionex ICS- 

3000, Dionex Corp., Sunnyvale, CA, USA). The detection limit of these 
ions was about 10–40 μg L− 1 and the uncertainty was 10%–15% of 
species’ concentrations for our sampling frequency. Field blank mem-
branes were also analyzed for correction. The charge balance of WSIs 
was analyzed to assure the reliability of the dataset. As shown in Fig. S2, 
the slope of the regression line of dust samples (k = 1.00) was lower than 
non-dust samples (k = 1.27). Because CO3

2− cannot be measured by ion 
chromatography and dust particles usually contain CO3

2− species, e.g., 
CaCO3, the lower slope of the regression line indicates the influence of 
dust. In addition, the detection of elements is introduced in Text S2. 

2.2. Air quality data, synoptic data and satellite data 

Air quality data were obtained from the air quality monitoring 
network developed by the Ministry of Ecological Environment of the 
People’s Republic of China (http://www.mee.gov.cn/). The network 
consists of more than 1600 ground stations (Fig. S3), and the west sub- 
station in the Shinan District of Qingdao is about 5.0 km away from the 
sampling site (the yellow dot in Fig. 1). The dataset includes hourly mass 
concentrations of PM2.5, PM10, SO2, NO2, O3 and CO. 

The regional synoptic situation during dust transport was studied 
using the ERA5 reanalysis data provided by the European Centre for 
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (https://cds.climate. 
copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/search), with 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ and 6 h resolu-
tion. Weather conditions at the sampling site were analyzed using the 
data provided by the Qingdao Meteorological Station (about 1.1 km 
west of the sampling site) with a time resolution of 10 min. The temporal 
and spatial distributions of dust air masses were monitored using CAL-
IOP cloud/aerosol profile data products (https://www-calipso.larc.nasa. 
gov/). 
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2.3. Determination of dust transport pathways and the concentrations of 
pollutant gases during dust transport 

The HYbrid Single-particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYS-
PLIT) Model (https://www.ready.noaa.gov/HYSPLIT.php) was utilized 
to investigate the transport of dust plumes (Zhou et al., 2015). It has 
been developed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOAA) to study the transmission of air masses and the diffusion 
and deposition of atmospheric particles (Stein et al., 2015). The gridded 
(0.5◦ × 0.5◦ horizontal resolution) meteorological analysis data pro-
vided by the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) was 
used as the input data. 

The chemical composition of dust particles may be modified by the 
precursors of secondary pollutants during dust transport. Thus, the 
HYSPLIT model was also used to estimate the concentrations of 
pollutant gases (i.e., SO2, NO2, CO, O3) near the ground along the dust 
transport pathway. The average concentrations (Ci) of pollutant gases, 
for areas the dust plumes passed over during the 48 h before the arrival 
at the monitoring site, were calculated as follows, 

Ci =
∑m

j=1

∑48

n=1
Ci,j,n (1) 

For sample i, at each hour j, 48 nodes (the time interval between two 
nodes is 1 h) on the transport pathway were selected based on backward 
trajectories (the ending height is 300 m). Herein m is the sampling 
duration of sample i, which means sample i has m trajectories. We 
calculated the average value of pollutant gases at each trajectory node 
Ci,j,n by averaging the concentrations of the target pollutants at all air 
quality monitoring stations within a radius of 150 km with the trajectory 
node as the circle center (Fig. 2), and Ci,j,n was used to estimate the 
polluted gas concentration of dust plumes passing this location. 

Due to the limitation of the station distribution, some trajectory 
nodes have no air quality data. Most of these nodes are located in deserts 
or marine areas. The lack of data at those nodes was compensated in two 
ways. One is to eliminate these nodes and only calculate the nodes with 
polluted gas data, denoted as SO2 (Partial) and NO2 (Partial). The other 
is to set the polluted gas concentrations of these nodes to zero, denoted 
as SO2 (All) and NO2 (All). The results of these two methods actually 
exhibit a high degree of consistency (Fig. S4). So, the following discus-
sion only involves the data sets of SO2 (Partial) and NO2 (Partial), named 
SO2 (path) and NO2 (path), to distinguish them from the local gas data. 
In addition, the DRT usually occurs in the lower troposphere (Li et al., 
2019), for which we use ground-based data to evaluate the concentra-
tions of pollutant gases in dust plumes during the DRT period. 

2.4. Estimation of secondary sulfate and nitrate and the portion of 
secondary nitrate formed on dust particles 

A modified method to estimate secondary ions formation was 
applied based on Wang et al. (2014). Secondary SO4

2− and NO3
− were 

calculated by the following equations: 

d(s, i)=Ci
s − C′

1 × Ci
Al (2)  

C′

1 =
Cref

s

Cref
Al

(3)  

where Ci
s and Cref

s are the total concentrations of SO4
2− or NO3

− of sample i 
and the reference sample, respectively; Ci

Al and Cref
Al are the Al concen-

trations of sample i and the reference sample, respectively. The refer-
ence sample was selected as the sample with the lowest C′

1, which is a 
constant. This method is referred to as the constant standard estimation 
(CSE) method in this study. Although the proportion of dust particles in 
aerosols drops rapidly during dust transport, the mass ratios of SO4

2− /Al 
and NO3

− /Al of dusty components generally change marginally (Shen 
et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2011). Moreover, Al is mainly contributed by 

Fig. 1. Location of the sampling site. In the right panel, the red dot shows the location of the sampling site and the yellow dot shows the location of the air quality 
monitoring station (the west sub-station of the Shinan District) in Qingdao. The red rectangle in the left panel shows the domain of the Yangtze-Huaihe River Basin 
(YHRB). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 2. Sketch map of the node data selection of an air trajectory. Red dots are 
the locations of air quality monitoring stations. Blue circles show the selection 
range centered on air trajectory nodes with a radius of 150 km. (For interpre-
tation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the Web version of this article.) 
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mineral dust in dust weather. Therefore, it is feasible to use C′

1× Ci
Al to 

express the concentration of SO4
2− and NO3

− contributed by dust. And the 
secondary formed concentrations can be obtained from equation (2). 

In addition, a chemical kinetic equation was utilized to differentiate 
secondary NO3

− (calculated by the CSE method) that was formed on dust 
particles and isolated from dust particles. This method, labeled as 
chemical kinetic equation (CKE) method, utilizes the first-order chemi-
cal kinetic equation to estimate the uptake of HNO3(g) during the 
transport, as shown by equations (4) and (5): 

Ct =C0e− kt (4)  

k=
1
4

vHNO3γHNO3AP (5)  

Con− dust =Ct − C0 (6)  

Cisolated =Csecondary − Con− dust (7)  

where Ct is the concentration of HNO3(g) at transport time t; C0 is the 
initial mass concentration of HNO3(g), which was evaluated by the 
ISORROPIA model (Text S4); k is the first-order rate at which the 
gaseous precursor is taken up by dust; vHNO3 is the mean molecular 
speed of HNO3(g); γHNO3 is the reactive uptake coefficient for HNO3(g) 
on dust particles, and AP is the total surface area of dust particles (Song 
et al., 2007). The portion of secondary NO3

− formed on dust particles 
(named on-dust NO3

− , i.e., equation (6)) was obtained by the difference 
between C0 and Ct, and the remaining secondary NO3

− was regarded as 
the one isolated from dust (named isolated NO3

− , i.e., equation (7). If 
the calculated on-dust NO3

− concentration was higher than the sec-
ondary NO3

− estimated by the CSE method, we set that on-dust NO3
−

equals secondary NO3
− . More details about the calculation by equations 

(4) and (5) can be found in Texts S3 and S4. While due to the tiny 
reactive uptake coefficient of SO2, the on-dust SO4

2− (average value is 
about 0.3 μg m− 3 during dust cases) estimated by the CKE method was 
much lower than the observed SO4

2− . Thus, the CKE method is inap-
propriate for simulating the complicated secondary processes of sulfate 
formation (Manktelow et al., 2010), and was not discussed in this 
study. 

3. Dust transport and chemical composition variations during 
the DRT events 

Ten dust cases occurred during the sampling period (Table S1). Three 
typical DRT events are studied in-depth in this paper (Fig. 3): Case 1 
(May 5–8, 2017), Case 2 (May 12–14, 2017) and Case 3 (April 15–18, 
2018). These cases are divided into two categories according to the 
synoptic conditions: the “south-high” DRT and the “moving-low” DRT 
(see details in Text S1). Case 1 and Case 3 were the same type of DRT 
event (south-high) that occurred in the Yangtze-Huaihe River Basin 
(YHRB, shown in Fig. 1), while Case 2 was a moving-low DRT event that 
occurred in the areas around the Bohai Sea (Fig. 1 and S1). 

3.1. South-high DRT cases 

In Case 1, the 48-h backward trajectory indicate that the dust plume 
moved southeastward from western Inner Mongolia (Fig. 4a). The dust 
arrived at the sampling site at about 1400 BST (Beijing standard time: 
GMT + 08:00; times below are all shown in BST) on May 5. The DRT of 
Case 1 occurred from May 6 to May 8 (Fig. 5). In Case 3, the dust plume 
was transported southward from the eastern Gobi area on April 14, 2018 
(Fig. 4c). Invading dust arrived at Qingdao on April 15, passing over 
northern China and the Bohai Sea, and the DRT occurred in eastern 
China from April 16 to April 18 (Fig. 4c). The synoptic patterns of Case 1 
and Case 3 during the DRT period are shown in Fig. S5a and S5c. 

The mass concentrations of PM2.5, PM10, water-soluble ions in PM2.5, 
and meteorological parameters during the three dust cases are summa-
rized in Fig. 5. In Case 1, both PM2.5 and PM10 increased sharply (Fig. 5c) 
and reached maximum levels of 161 μg m− 3 and 892 μg m− 3, respec-
tively, when the dust plume arrived at about 14:00 on May 5. Ca2+ can 
be used as a dust indicator, and its concentration and fraction in cations 
also increased significantly (Figs. 5d and S6a). The mass concentrations 
of sulfate, nitrate, and ammonium (SNA) in PM2.5 increased from 0.51 
μg m− 3, 0.15 μg m− 3, and 0.18 μg m− 3 to 6.77 μg m− 3, 2.37 μg m− 3, and 
0.53 μg m− 3, respectively, suggesting that the dust plume carried 
additional secondary pollutants (Fig. 5e). About 5 h after the dust 
arrival, the dust plume moved away, and the concentrations of PM 
dropped abruptly (Fig. 5c). During the DRT period (May 6–8), the 
concentrations of mineral components (e.g., Al, Ca) and SNA increased 
again. The SO4

2− and NO3
− concentrations on May 6 were comparable 

with those at the initial stage of Case 1, whereas they reached their 

Fig. 3. Time series of meteorological parameters, atmospheric particle concentrations (unit: μg m− 3) and the mass ratio of PM2.5 to PM10.  
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maximum values on May 7 (Fig. 5e). The maximum concentrations of 
SO4

2− and NO3
− were 3.8 and 17.7 times their average values at the initial 

stage of Case 1, respectively, in 48 h after the DRT occurrence. There-
fore, we divided the DRT period of Case 1 into two stages (stage I and 
stage II) according to the SNA concentrations (Fig. 5e). The average 
concentrations of SO4

2− and NO3
− at stage II were 3.6 times and 15.7 

times higher than those at the first arrival of Case 1 (Table 1). We will 
discuss the formation of SO4

2− and NO3
− during these two stages in detail 

in Section 4.2. 

During the dust aging process, secondary SO4
2− and NO3

− can form, 
while the mass concentration of Al may drop due to the deposition and 
dispersion of mineral dust. Therefore, the mass ratios of SO4

2− /Al and 
NO3

− /Al are usually used to estimate the degree of aging of dust plumes 
(Shen et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2006, 2011). They are usually less than 1 
in fresh mineral dust (Table S2). The mass ratios of SO4

2− /Al and NO3
− /Al 

during the three dust cases of this study are shown in Fig. 5f and Table 1. 
In the initial stage of Case 1, the mass ratios of SO4

2− /Al and NO3
− /Al 

were 0.59 and 0.19, respectively, which were similar to the dust 

Fig. 4. Dust plume transport pathways (air mass backward trajectories for 48 h ending at a height of 300 m) and the corresponding height (above ground level, AGL) 
during the initial dust weather period (IDP, red) and the DRT period (blue). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred 
to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 5. Time series of (a and b) meteorological parameters, (c–e) mass concentrations of atmospheric particulates and several chemical species, and (f) mass ratios of 
SO4

2− /Al and NO3
− /Al during dust events. The initial stages and the DRT stages of the dust weather are illustrated as “IDP” and “DRT”. Some mixed dust samples were 

specially marked by red frames in (e) according to the time series of meteorological parameters, air mass backward trajectories, and the mass ratio of PM2.5/PM10, 
which means there was a strong mix of dust and anthropogenic pollutants during the transition from non-dust period to dust period. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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particles collected in the locations near dust sources (Tazhong, Yulin and 
Horqin in Table S2), indicating fresh mineral dust. The mass ratios of 
SO4

2− /Al and NO3
− /Al increased gradually and reached a maximum of 

about 10 at the end of the DRT stage, apparently indicating the aging of 
the dust plume. 

In Case 3, the air quality at Qingdao was not as good as that in Case 1 
before the dust arrival. The mass concentration of SNA in PM2.5 was 
much larger than in Case 1. The dust plume was transported to Qingdao 
on April 15 and the PM10 concentration reached its maximum of 267 μg 
m− 3 (Fig. 5c). During the same period, the mass concentrations of NH4

+

and NO3
− in PM2.5 decreased due to the dispersion by strong wind 

(Fig. 5e). However, there was no significant change in SO4
2− concen-

tration, probably due to the primary SO4
2− in the dust plume or the 

secondary formation on dust particles. Dust sources may make a 
considerable contribution to SO4

2− originating from a large number of 
salt lakes in the dust source region of Inner Mongolia, which contain 
sulfate minerals such as mirabilite (Tang et al., 2019; Williams, 1991; 
Zheng, 1991). The mass ratios of SO4

2− /Al (0.29) and NO3
− /Al (0.39) 

reached their lowest values in the initial stage (April 15) of Case 3 
(Fig. 5f), which were comparable to the samples collected near dust 
sources, indicating relatively fresh dust plumes. In addition, there could 
be a potent mix of local anthropogenic emissions with the dust plume 
(marked as mixed dust sample in Fig. 5e) during the invasion of dust or 
when the dust plume was transported back to the sampling site, 
misleading the data analysis. Thus, in the following discussion, we 
excluded these mixed dust samples from the DRT samples. 

On April 16, the DRT occurred and CALIPSO observations suggested 
the existence of dust aerosols in the near-ground atmosphere (Fig. S7), 
even though mineral components concentrations were low (Fig. 5d). The 
maximum concentrations of SO4

2− and NO3
− were 1.7 and 2.8 times as 

high as the average values at the initial stage, respectively, in 48 h since 
the DRT occurrence. The average values of SO4

2− and NO3
− during the 

DRT period were 1.2 and 1.7 times those at the initial stage (Table 1). 
Similar to Case 1, SO4

2− /Al and NO3
− /Al increased notably during the 

DRT period (Fig. 5f). The mass ratios of SO4
2− /Al and NO3

− /Al reached 
5.02 and 7.44 on the night of April 16, respectively, indicating pro-
nounced aging of the dust plume. 

3.2. The moving-low DRT case 

Backward trajectories show that the dust plume in Case 2 originated 
from the southeastern Gobi area (Fig. 4b). The PM10 geographical dis-
tribution and satellite observations (not given in this study) reveal that 
the dust plume moved southeastward in the afternoon on May 11, 2017, 
and passed over northern China, the Bohai Sea and the North Yellow Sea 
(Li et al., 2019). On the morning of May 12, Qingdao was affected by the 
dust plume. Although the wind direction (southeast/south wind) had 
changed during the daytime on May 12, Qingdao was still within the 
dust plume (Fig. 5a–d). In contrast to south-high DRT events, the air 
quality at the sampling site in Case 2 was poor before the arrival of the 

dust plume. The lowest PM2.5 and PM10 concentrations were 44 μg m− 3 

and 95 μg m− 3, respectively, and the concentrations of SNA were much 
higher than in Cases 1 and 3 (Fig. 5e). When the dust plume arrived at 
Qingdao on May 12, the concentration of PM10 reached a maximum of 
544 μg m− 3, with maxima of Ca2+ (3.6 μg m− 3) and Al (24.0 μg m− 3). 
The concentrations of SNA decreased due to the dilution by the dust 
plume. However, the SNA concentrations were still significantly higher 
than in the early stage of Case 1 (Fig. 5e). The mass ratios of SO4

2− /Al and 
NO3

− /Al were 0.39 and 0.62 during the initial dust period (IDP), 
respectively (Fig. 5f and Table 1), suggesting the dust plume did not 
undergo significant aging. 

From the night of May 12 to the early morning of May 13, the dust 
plume gradually moved away from Qingdao under the south wind, 
corresponding to the intermittent period of dust influence. On the 
morning of May 13, the wind direction reversed and the dust plume 
returned to Qingdao under the northerlies. As shown in Fig. 5e, the last 
sample of the initial stage and the first sample in the DRT period with 
high SNA concentrations were also markered as mixed dust samples, 
during which Qingdao was affected by both dust and local sources 
(Fig. S8). The total concentrations of SO4

2− and NO3
− during the moving- 

low DRT period were similar to or even lower than the IDP period 
(Table 1). But, the proportion of NH4

+ in cations increased gradually and 
reached more than 50% at the end, and NO3

− accounted for more than 
50% in anions (Fig. S6), indicating the formation of NH4NO3. The mass 
ratios of SO4

2− /Al and NO3
− /Al also increased gradually (Fig. 5f), but the 

values and rates of change were much lower than in south-high DRT 
cases, indicating relatively slow aging of the dust plume. 

4. Secondary formation of sulfate and nitrate and influencing 
factors during dust transport 

4.1. Contributions of secondary sulfate and nitrate 

We did statistics of SO4
2− and NO3

− concentrations during different 
episodes in Fig. 6. South-high DRT samples were compared with the IDP 
samples and non-dust samples whose air masses also originated from the 
south. Since the air mass from the YHRB region influenced the south- 
high DRT samples, the statistics of other non-dust samples influenced 
by the south air mass (“south-airmass” samples) were also conducted. 
All dust events were considered in the statistics of the IDP samples. NO3

−

in both Case 1 and Case 3, and SO4
2− in Case 1 showed significantly 

higher concentrations than the IDP samples, but comparable to or even 
lower than “south-airmass” samples. In this case, the DRT air mass might 
carry considerable local NO3

− and SO4
2− when it passed through the 

southern region. Thus, it is necessary to isolate the secondary ions 
formed on the dust from those in the anthropogenic plume. 

Secondary NO3
− and SO4

2− were estimated by using the CSE method 
for these three DRT cases. Secondary NO3

− was further classified into the 
mass formed on dust particles (on-dust NO3

− ) and isolated from dust 
(isolated NO3

− ) by the CKE method. On-dust NO3
− might be under-

estimated because of the underestimation of Ap (Text S3). So, we can 
regard the on-dust NO3

− estimated by the CKE method as the minimum 
value. As shown in Fig. 7a, the fractions of secondary NO3

− increased 
significantly during the DRT periods in Case 1 and Case 3. About 24 h 
after the DRT occurrence, the fraction of secondary NO3

− in total NO3
−

exceeded 90%. Secondary SO4
2− showed similar variations (Fig. 7b). In 

stage I and stage II of Case 1, on-dust NO3
− contributed 43.1% and 33.7% 

to secondary NO3
− , respectively (Table S3). The highest fraction of on- 

dust NO3
− to secondary NO3

− could reach 59.3% during the DRT period 
in Case 1. While, during Case 3 DRT period, the fraction of on-dust NO3

−

to secondary NO3
− was only about 20.8% due to fewer dust particles in 

Case 3 (Table S3). However, as shown in Fig. S9, the on-dust NO3
− in unit 

dust mass (0.39 μg μg− 1) during Case 3 DRT period was similar to or 
even higher than in Case 1 DRT period (0.02 μg μg− 1 in stage I and 0.35 
μg μg− 1 in stage II), indicating that the air condition during Case 3 DRT 
period was also conducive to the secondary nitrate formation on dust 

Table 1 
Summary of the mean concentrations of SO4

2− and NO3
− and mean values of mass 

ratios of SO4
2 − /Al and NO3

− /Al during different stages in dust cases. Mixed dust 
samples were excluded.   

DRT type Stage SO4
2− (μg 

m− 3) 
NO3

− (μg 
m− 3) 

SO4
2− / 

Al 
NO3

− / 
Al 

Case 
1 

south- 
high 

IDP 6.32 1.94 0.59 0.19 
Stage I of 
DRT 

5.15 4.05 0.63 0.49 

Stage II of 
DRT 

23.05 30.40 5.84 7.25 

Case 
2 

moving- 
low 

IDP 8.70 13.79 0.39 0.62 
DRT 6.50 10.72 1.83 3.03 

Case 
3 

south- 
high 

IDP 5.76 8.91 0.29 0.48 
DRT 6.88 15.23 8.88 20.58  
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surface. To investigate the roles that RH and temperature played in the 
formation of on-dust NO3

− , we compared the dependence of the on-dust 
NO3

− formation on the RH and temperature. Results showed that the 
influence of RH on the formation of on-dust NO3

− was more significant 
than the temperature (Figs. S10, S11a and S12a). Both RH and tem-
perature had minimal effects on HNO3(g) concentration (Figs. S11b and 
S12b), but RH (related to γHNO3) had a more significant impact on the 
first-order rate of the chemical kinetic equation (i.e., k) than tempera-
ture (related to vHNO3) (Figs. S11c and S12c). Therefore, the formation of 
on-dust NO3

− is mainly controlled by RH when HNO3 and the dust 
concentration are determined. 

In the moving-low case (Case 2), apparent formation of the second-
ary SO4

2− and NO3
− were also identified during the DRT period, but the 

proportions of secondary SO4
2− and NO3

− in total concentrations were 
lower (80%–90% in the daytime on May 14) than those of the south-high 
DRT period (Fig. 7). The contribution of the dust plume to SO4

2− and 
NO3

− remained at about 10% 24 h after the DRT occurrence. On average, 
about 22.7% of the secondary NO3

− would form on dust particles for the 

moving-low case (Table S3). However, on-dust NO3
− in-unit dust mass 

was only about 0.14 μg μg− 1 during the DRT period, much lower than in 
Case 1 and Case 3 (Fig. S9). The higher on-dust NO3

− in-unit dust mass in 
the south-high DRT period indicated that secondary nitrate formation 
was more abundant than during the moving-low DRT period. 

4.2. Impact of precursors’ concentrations and chemical reactions during 
dust transport 

Precursors’ concentrations, ambient meteorology conditions and 
chemical reactions (e.g., heterogeneous reactions and photochemical 
processes) are essential factors influencing the secondary formation of 
SO4

2− and NO3
− . To explore the potential influence of precursors on the 

formation of secondary SO4
2− and NO3

− during the DRT events, we 
calculated the concentrations of SO2 and NO2 on the dust transport 
pathways by using the HYSPLIT model and precursors concentrations 
observed by ground stations on air mass transport pathways. As shown 
in Fig. 8b and 8d, SOR (the oxidation rate of sulfate, defined as [SO4

2− ]/ 

Fig. 6. Concentrations of (a) SO4
2− and (b) 

NO3
− during different episodes. Case 1 and 

Case 3 refer to their corresponding DRT 
samples. The IDP samples include the 
directly arrived dust plumes originated from 
northwest deserts. South samples were 
influenced by air mass from the south during 
the non-dust period, but the air mass origi-
nated from seas was excluded. Box and error 
bars represent the 25th, 50th 75th, 10th, and 
90th percentiles, respectively, and red/blue 
dots illustrate the arithmetic mean. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the Web version of this article.)   

Fig. 7. Variations of the concentrations and fractions of NO3
− (a) and SO4

2− (b) from the dust source and the secondary formation. Secondary NO3
− was divided into 

the NO3
− formed on dust particles (on-dust NO3

− ) and the NO3
− isolated from dust (isolated NO3

− ). The blue and red dotted lines represent the concentrations of 
secondary NO3

− and secondary SO4
2− , respectively. The solid blue line in (a) stands for the concentration of on-dust NO3

− . (For interpretation of the references to colour 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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([SO4
2− ]+[SO2]) and NOR (the oxidation rate of nitrate, defined as 

[NO3
− ]/([NO3

− ]+[NO2]) varied similarly to their precursors. SOR, NOR, 
SO4

2− and NO3
− showed significant positive correlations with the SO2 and 

NO2 measured on dust transport pathways (Table 2), i.e., SO2 (path), 
NO2 (path) (R = 0.41–0.78), rather than the local data, indicating the 
precursor concentration on dust transport pathways had a more signif-
icant effect on the formation of SO4

2− and NO3
− . 

In this study, aerosol liquid water content (ALWC) was estimated by 
ISORROPIA (Text S4). A clear increasing SO4

2− and NO3
− trends with 

ALWC and Ox (= Ox + NO2) were observed (Fig. S13). Moreover, SOR 
and NOR also elevated significantly with the increase of RH (>40%) and 
Ox (>55 ppb) (Fig. S14), indicating both heterogeneous reactions and 
photochemical processes had conspicuous impacts on the secondary 
formation of SO4

2− and NO3
− . 

4.3. Impact of relative abundance of ammonium 

As mentioned in Section 3.1, we divided the DRT period of Case 1 
into two stages according to SNA concentrations: stage I (mainly on May 
6) and stage II (mainly on May 7). As shown in Table 1, the concen-
trations of SO4

2− , NO3
− and NH4

+ in stage II were 4.5, 7.5 and 13.2 times as 
high as those in stage I, respectively, even though the PM2.5 concen-
tration was lower. The meteorological parameters (i.e., air temperature 
and RH) in stage I were similar to those in stage II, as were the con-
centrations of the precursors (Fig. 8a–c). One distinct difference be-
tween stage I and stage II was the relative abundance of NH4

+. The 
remarkable increase in NH4

+ concentration changed the mole ratio of 
[NH4

+]/[SO4
2− ] from 0.47 to 0.77 in stage I to 1.34–1.61 in stage II 

(Fig. 8d). The mole ratio of [NH4
+]/[SO4

2− ] exceeding 1.5 was used as a 
metric for ammonia-rich (AR) conditions, which favors the secondary 

formation of NO3
− (Ding et al., 2019; Griffith et al., 2015). 

In Case 3, the whole period was under AR conditions and the molar 
ratio of [NH4

+]/[SO4
2− ] was much higher than in Case 1 (Fig. 8d). 

However, the concentrations of SO4
2− and NO3

− were lower than in Case 1 
(Fig. 5e). The peak concentrations of SO4

2− and NO3
− during the DRT 

period of Case 3 were 40.6% and 73.1% of those in stage II of Case 1, 
which was likely related to the lower precursor. The mass concentra-
tions of SO2 and NO2 in Qingdao during the DRT period of Case 3 were 
70.5% and 91.2% of those during the DRT period of Case 1. 

Case 2 was mainly in AP (ammonia-poor, i.e., [NH4
+]/[SO4

2− ] <1.5]) 
conditions (Fig. 8d). The secondary formation of SNA was weaker during 
the DRT period compared with south-high DRT cases (Fig. 7). The 
concentrations of precursors were lower in dust plumes during the 
transport (Fig. 8b), and the low RH during the DRT period was not 
conducive to heterogeneous reactions and liquid-phase oxidation pro-
cesses, which may lead to the slow aging of dust plumes. 

4.4. Impact of air mass history on dust aging 

The degree of aging of dust plumes varies greatly due to the physical 

Fig. 8. Time series of (a) air temperature, relative humidity (RH), and average concentrations of SO2 and NO2 (b) on transport pathways of air masses and (c) in local 
Qingdao, respectively, and (d) chemical parameters of aerosols in Qingdao. Periods shaded yellow and red are the IDP and DRT periods of dust events, respectively. 
The dotted lines in (d) is a reference line with the molar ratio of [NH4

+]/[SO4
2− ] to 1.5. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 

referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Table 2 
Pearson correlation coefficients of SOR, NOR, SO4

2− , NO3
− with precursor gases 

on air mass transport pathways (path) and in Qingdao (local) during dust events 
(Cases 1–3, N = 36). Values exceeding 0.5 significance are in bold.   

SO2 (path) NO2 (path) SO2 (local) NO2 (local) 

SOR 0.61 0.49 − 0.16 − 0.49 
NOR 0.60 0.52 0.17 − 0.25 
SO4

2− 0.78 0.42 0.42 − 0.09 
NO3

− 0.58 0.41 0.42 0.04  
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and chemical modifications between dust and local air pollutants when 
dust plumes pass through regions with different air pollution conditions. 
In this study, the Potential Source Contribution Function (PSCF, the 
details are introduced in Text S5) was used to explore the geographical 
distributions of potential SNA sources during the non-dust period to 
study the potential effect of dust transport pathways on dust aging. As 
shown in Fig. 9, the south of Shandong Province and the YHRB were the 
major contributors to high SNA concentrations. Extensive industrial 
activities in these areas result in high emissions of SO2 and NOx (Krotkov 
et al., 2016). The AR conditions (Fig. 9e) and high RH environment 
(Fig. S15) promote the formation of SNA in these areas. The dust plumes 
passing through these high pollutant areas aged rapidly in south-high 
DRT events (Case 1 and Case 3). In Case 2, the aged dust plume 
returned from the Bohai Sea, where less SO4

2− and NO3
− were expected 

and the aging of the dust plume was relatively slow. The YHRB also 
makes a large contribution to both SNA and anthropogenic trace metals 
(e.g., Hg, Cr, Cd, Pb, Ni) due to extensive industrial activities (Duan and 
Tan, 2013; Li et al., 2012; Tian et al., 2010, 2012a, 2012b, 2015). The 
heavy metals released by human activities can accumulate on the sur-
face of dust particles, which may have a profound impact on the marine 
environment when transported eastward over the sea (Srinivas and 
Sarin, 2013). 

5. Conclusions 

In this study, the chemical characteristics and the aging process of 
dust plumes subject to the reverse-transport phenomenon (DRT) were 
studied. A modified method was applied to estimate the secondary 
formation of SO4

2− and NO3
− . Three dust cases with two different trans-

port pathways showed very distinct aging processes. In south-high DRT 
cases, the transport direction of dust plumes was reversed by the high- 

pressure system in the Yangtze-Huaihe River Basin (YHRB, south of 
Qingdao). The concentrations of SO4

2− and NO3
− during the DRT period 

were 1.7–3.8 and 2.8–17.7 times their average values during the IDP 
period, and the contributions of secondary SO4

2− and NO3
− can reach 

more than 90%, respectively, within 24 h since the DRT occurrence. In 
contrast, the secondary formation of SO4

2− and NO3
− was much slower in 

the moving-low DRT case, when the DRT occurred near the Bohai Sea 
(north of Qingdao). The total concentrations of SO4

2− and NO3
− were at 

the same levels or even lower than those during the IDP period, and the 
dust source SO4

2− and NO3
− fractions remained about 10% 24 h after the 

DRT occurrence. Further study showed that 20.8%–43.1% of secondary 
NO3

− was formed on the dust particles in south-high DRT cases and about 
22.7% in the moving-low DRT case. In addition, the time series of SO4

2−

and NO3
− were more consistent with the concentrations of SO2 and NO2 

on dust transport pathways than those in the local area, indicating the 
significant influence of air mass history on dust aging. It was also veri-
fied that SNA formation was significant in AR conditions, in which 
heterogeneous and photochemical processes may play essential roles. 

Our study highlighted the importance of dust transport pathways on 
dust aging. When dust plumes are transported to areas with abundant 
anthropogenic sources, polluted dust plumes may increase the solubility 
of heavy metals in dust particles, especially those emitted by human 
activities that become concentrated on dust aerosols. More soluble trace 
elements may significantly impact marine ecology when these dust 
particles are transported to the open ocean. A disadvantage of bulk 
sample analysis is that we cannot precisely figure out whether these 
secondary SNA were formed on dust particles or just due to the mixing of 
dust and local air pollutants during the transport of dust plumes. Thus, it 
is necessary to utilize multiple measurements, including the single- 
particle analysis, to have more accurate quantification in our future 
work. 

Fig. 9. PSCF results of (b) NH4
+, (c) SO4

2− , (d) NO3
− and (e) [NH4

+]/[SO4
2− ] during the non-dust period. (a) shows the distribution of back-trajectory density during the 

non-dust period and the red frame represents the domain of the YHRB. Shandong Province is to the north of the YHRB. (For interpretation of the references to colour 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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